CUSTOMER PROFILE

Cream Curls Bakery makes Cream Curls to sell nationwide. They have been in business thirty-five years, and an LE customer for fifteen.

APPLICATION

Cream Curls Bakery uses a 50 HP CompAir Hydrovane Rotary Compressor to provide air for the bakery. It is run twelve hours a day, five days a week in a clean well ventilated environment.

AREA OF INTEREST

While using a commercial grade lubricant, drain intervals were set at 400 hours. They were looking for a higher quality lubricant to extend drain intervals and to help prevent wear on the equipment.

LE SOLUTION

The local LE Lubrication Consultant recommended 6405 Monolec R & O Compressor / Turbine Oil. LE’s 6405 is a rust and oxidation inhibited oil for reciprocating and rotary compressors, steam turbo generators, smaller industrial turbines, gears, bearings and circulating systems. It separates readily from water and prevents corrosive wear. It is extremely long lasting and nonfoaming in service.

CUSTOMER COST SAVINGS

Since the conversion to LE’s 6405 Monolec R & O Compressor / Turbine Oil, they have extended drain intervals from every 400 hours to every 3,800 hours.

Maintenance Manager Joe Krol says that LE products are the best he has ever used. They have not had any unscheduled downtime due to repairs.

OTHER PRODUCTS USED

607 Almasol® Vari-Purpose Gear Lubricant is used in all gearboxes throughout the bakery.

We would like to thank Maintenance Manager, Joe Krol and the local LE Lubrication Consultant for the information provided to prepare this report.